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J. V. L. )Ionia, Northwestem State Teach.. College.

There has been much discussion of the possible place and scope
o)i a course in Educational Sociology in the teacher training institu
tions of th» country. In essaying the defense of the suitability of
..uch a course I shall endeavor to point out what can be significant
contributions.

Before doing so, however, the ground should be cleared of
iOme misconceptions, from my standpoint, as to the nature of
Educational Sociology. At the outset I believe we should decide
that sociology applied to this field is not merely that science "given
an educational flavor". Most of us agree that there are real con
tributions to the equipment of an educator in sociology. The signi
ficance of the family as an institution and certain pathological con
ditions which seem to be af fecting this unit under stress of in
dustrialization, urbanization. 'or due to sumptuary factors may, for
example, be discussed with the moral that preparation for home
making should be given greater recognition in the formation of th~

~urriculum; but in doing so we have not gone far in allocating the
particular changes required and we need all the experimental evi
tence available as to the workability of the proposed changes.

Again migration may be the theme and the influx of millions
oJf Europeans and Orientals discussed with the resulting problem;;
in industry and urban life but Educational Sociology must go
iurther than to use this as a text for a homily on Americanization.
H, as we believe, educational problems are created, what special
modifications of the educational program are required? How shaU
we augment our standard public school program to meet the need ~

(5 the usual night school meeting the necessity created for adult
~ducatjon? Where the parochial school is an attendant problem.
what means are used for synthesization with public school pro
visions?

In short. we will agr~ that sociology is a useful science in
the equipment of the educator and probably in many teachers' col
leges the course, or courses, in this field will be a part of tb-e
responsibility of the expert in educational sociology; but the latter
tclence to be adequate must examine and aid in formulating the
.,hole. warp and woof of education.

.\Qin if Educational SocloIOl)' is not mere1~ sociology with
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,ome educational implications. neither is it an agglomeration of
partisan generalizations relative to education. It is. I contend,
neither the place for the educational sociologist to inveigh against
the dead or modem foreign lauguages nor on the other hand to
codemn with smug complacency all efforts toward better adjustment
of the curriculum to the pupil's wants and needs. It does little good
to attempt to create a sine qua non of any subject such as mathe
matics or history nor to condemn as futile all serious stud,. in such
a field.

To turn in another direction, it may be the part of educational
jJhilosophy to extol democracy, socialization, culture. or utilitarian
t>oucation; hut we must he more specific if we would formulate a
.;cience, pure or applied. We must recognize that however much
we may hypothesize as a preliminary to experimentation, only on
an empirical basis can we establish a science and only after formula
lion on that basis are we in a position to generalize.

Starting with the thesis then that Educational Sociology must
be based upon experimentation, we shall I believe find most of our
problems in the separate units of the educational system,-the
kindergarten. the elementary school, the high school, and the highe:
educational institutions. Of course the public school system as a
whole is a social institution and hence a subject for sociological
investigation. As such it OIay be within our scope to investigate:
such problems as determining the respective responsibilities of lay
and professional administrators and the desirable participation of the
public in determining its activities. Such are not minor problem..
we will agree, the best answers to which are probably to be founu
by comparisons of systems which are working with optimum effect
iveness with those which are not, in the numerous surveys which
are now available.

For Educational Sociology, however, to answer the question
now being raised with increasing insistence as to whether we have
not too much education, whether the public is not being asked to
expend too much for the returns in a better developed youth more
capable and more ready to assume its adult responsibilities, we mus~

examine as regards the several units of the educational sy.tem
the problems to which answers need be found. In doing so logical
completeness and convenience would suggest beginning with the
child upon entrance to school.

The KiDderprteD.

The Kindergarten is now weU established in America though
by no means universally. It should be a sociological problem to
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decide where it could be justified and wbere it would not be
warranted. What are the social conditiOlll which have made it a
luccetI in some plates and not in others "I Do we need the Kinder
garten as a part of the consolidated school system of the prairies?
(s il more needed in the congested city slum] Are there sociolo
gical condition. which justify it in the prosperous suburb and com
fortably housed vnJage and small city? Probably there are I1IY·
c:hological problems which need first to be answered but surely the
final answer must be sociological.

Is there need for an additional kindergarten year antedatina
the one already established? Would the justification for one year
in every case equally establish the usefulness of the earlier year?

'There must be sociological implications· in the answer which it is
believed can only be obtained by experimentation.

Can sociology throw any light on the suggestion that the first
two primary grades be linked with the kindergarten inasmuch as
many primary teachers are insisting that their work can best be
pursued on the basis of playful activities? The question as far ~
it concerns method may be chiefly psychologic:al, but sociol."
should furnish some suggestions for answer as regards the factor~

of personality iii control and optimum adjustment to social ClOD

ditions. a final answer coming only through experimentation.

The ElemeQtary SchooL

I f we tum to the Elementary School we find an institution whose
£unction and universal utility has been as acceptably demonstrated
as any part 0 fthe formal system of schooling. We are prett)'
generally committed to a policy whose aim is to attain one hundred
per cent titeraey so that the justification for this unit as a public
charge has ceased to be a problem of Educational Sociology.

We can. however, find here what should, I believe. be conaid
ered a genuine achievement in Educational Sociology. I refer to
the now well formulated minimum essentials in the fundamental
studies. To have reduced the systematic drill in spelling from
8000 words, with the emphasis on the words little or seldom used
to the 4000 words in constant use and arranged to suit the develop·
ing needs of the child is an achievement of DO mean order uad ob
tained by sociological investigation of a sort needed for the whole
process of formal education. That this success has been duplicated
in writing. in establishing the used fundamental proceues of arith
metic and of Eoalish form. and in eliminating maD1 of the unued
bare bones of fact in geography and history should be a ...uer of
congratuJatioD.
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Of even greater significance, however, and belonging quite as
much within the activities of this science, it is believed are the COD

tributions toward an enriched curriculum. Here belongs the
transference of emphasis from oral to siten: readiag, the in
creased stress upon oral composition, the discovery of the dassie"
of childhood as suitable educational material· and their generous
provision appropriate to the maturity and interests of the child, the
c;timulation of interest in human activities, civic and industrial, con·
temporaneous and historical. the increased opportunities for activistic
education. and a general recognition of the significance of play for
normal happy individual and social development. All this has been
achieved by experimental investigation and be:ongs. within the s,;.,~~

of Educational Sociology.
There are. however. unsettled problem,,_ The p1atoor. Sy3tClll,

for example, is being urged for general adoption. It is the place
for Educational Sociology to investigate whether or not there are
possible limits to its usefulness. and conditions for optimum effi
ciency. Let us suppose it has proved its superiority to the tra
ditional grade system in a congested industrial city, would it be
equally useful in a consolidated country or village school, employina
not more than four teachers for the third, fourth, fifth, and .ixth
years?

There arc. or were, advocates for the universal adoption of
the open air school. \Vhat conditions warrant such a school? As
a whole or for a particular group? Might it be utilized under
certain seasonal conditions and not under others?

How generally should nutrition classes he introduced? How
has the fiscal problem been met? When are free and when cost
lunches warranted? Has the summer health class, experimental!)'
tried in one or two places justified its existence? May it ,,-jo;cly he
inaugurated in other places and under what conditions?

This brings us to the question of increasing the educational
value of the long summer vacation. Many teacher training insti
tutions are maintaining practice schools in connection with their
summer terms. What is the effect on the pupils? !lany churche\
and settlements now maintain vacation schools. Are the result;
such as to recommend a more general adoption and public support?

The High SchooL
That transition from childhood to adolescence in .eneraJ cor

responds more closely to entrance upon the seventh thaD the ninth
grade is of. course a fact of psychology; but all CODIideratiol1l for
enriching and reorganizing the curriculum which are now beina
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formulated relative to the Junior High School have sociological
implication.. It i. unnecessary for our purposes to discuss them
here, but their significance to Educational Sociology from the view
point of this paper should be recognized.

The discussion now in progress in the educational aad popular
prell as to what should constitute the curricula of the Junior and
Senior High Schools shows that here we have the major battle
grounds of the reformers arrayed against the traditionalisb A
loUl'. faire elective system may be necessary as a kind of truce
and useful to educational sociology for observation and experimenta
tion, but it must most certainly lessen in many cases the effective
ness of the educational process. If then science can devise pro
grams more wisely than by the hit-or-miss plan, the Mlrriculum
makers and educational or vocational counsellors should surely
welcome its findings.

Recently the American Mathematical Association has form
ulated a .plan for the reorganization of the whole program of sec
ondary mathematics. Such a document should be welcomed and
treated with the greatest respect by educational sociology. It now
needs the widest utilization by competent teachers for further ex·
perimentation to discover if it best fits the needs of all pupils, those
highly gifted, the average and those meagerly endowed, those 'toing
to college and those leaving school as soon as compulsory educa
tion laws permit.

As careful scrutiny of the materials for the curriculum i~

needed in every department of study,-literature, oral and writteTl
expression, l.atin and the modern languages, history, the social and
physical sciences, and the fine and practical arts. Experimentation
in all these fields should be as generouslly reported as in the cas~

of the mathematics report just cited and when the contribution.;
from all these sources were worked together, it is believed a sane
educ.'\tional sociology couJd evolve recommendations for curricula
which would make wiser provisions for normal culturaJ and social
growth and for adult needs ahan any loose elective system or rigid
course founded soJely pn tradition.

Again we need more thorough investigation of the desirable
upper limit for compulsory education. Throughout the country we
have the widest variation from practical nullification through non
enforcement or through lack of facilities to the upper limit of
eichteen yean, at least on a part-time baais. Perhaps it shoaJd
vary to conform to particular local conditions but parsimony of tax
payen should not be allowed to staDel in the way of the best iD-
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terests of our youth if science' can prove to the electorate that the
well-being of the next generation will be conserved bJ a changed
policy. On the other hand a blind faith that attendance at achcJt)1
is to be insisted upon at all costs for every child to an ever iDtreas
ing higher age limit needs the most careful investigation in the light
of sociological conditions.

The part-time school has been introduced in most of our in·
dustrial states and is spreading to others. Its scope and the content
of its curricula as determined by experimentation under varying
conditions are still unsettled problems for an adequate educational
sociology given to investigation.

The whole problem of vocational education seems to be in the
same position. From the experimentation which has now proceeded.
for some years educational sociology should be able to establish
what can best be done by industry itself and what by the school
and how the two can be made to cooperate toward the desired
end of adequately trained workers.

Another problem of major importance in this field is that of
college and university entrance requirements. Something has clearly
been achieved toward raising college standards in the now pretty
generaJly established requirements of fifteen "Carnegie units", bu~

it is submitted that scientific investigation, if sufficiently pursued.
could in the light of results separate requirements which select
students of a desired quality, with the least thwarting of normal
cultural and social growth during the preparatory high school years.
It is significant that several universities now have investigators
working upon that particular problem. The outcome of their studl
should be welcomed as contributions to educational sociology.

Higher Education.
The real application of a scientific educational sociology to

higher education might make as significant contributions in 'that
field as in that of the high school. We know that for certain pro
fessions, notably medicine, law, and dentistry. scho:>1s have been
developed which are functioning with a high degree of efficiency.
In other fields. such as commerce and education, conditions in man)

cases see.. chaotic. The survey of the Missouri Teachers' Col·
leges was a genuine document in educational sociology, but there i:s
little evidence of the utilization of its findings throughout "'e
country. Perhaps the difficulty arises in the administration of _teo
certification. It should be possible to determine what is. ~e
minimum and optimum equipment of the elementarJ school~,
the speclal teachers of art, nnuic, 3aricuJture. the industrial' arts.
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of the teadler in high school who is expected to show his pro
ficiency in one, two, or even three different fields of learning, and
what additional profeSsional perparation is essential to the ad
mini.trator. It should be the task of educational sociology so
definitely to define these essential requirements that they becom-:o
incorporated in the programs of the teacher training institutions.
the state requirements for certification and in the standaridzation
of salary schedules.

The definition of fundamental differences between the curricula
of liberal arts colleges and of the professional schools is a matte;
which need, much investigation by educational sociology. We know
that some institutions seem to be more successful than others in in·
stilling the ideals of scholarship, of developing civic responsibility
and of inculcating knowledge to 'that end. and in establishin~

general participation in physical development; but have we estab
lished the maturity essential when the student should forsake this
more general training for definite channels of preparation for :1

particular profession? Wide variability prevails on which the
light of scientific investigation should be turned to separate the
more ef ficient and desirable practices form the less. It is main
tained that here are problems of educational sociology.

Many high school teachers. but especially vocational counsellon.
have much influence with their charges in the choice of conege anti
professional school. Could not the matter be put on a more
sdentifie plane than it now is? If we had some criteria for
establishing excellence as regards particular fields of training such
as the comparative percentages of successful graduates in that
field among the several higher institutions to be considered and thi.>
data were a,..ilable to the counsellors, could they not eliminate some
of their prejudices based on subjective predispositions hued on
al",. fltQt". loyalty or hear-say. The standardization of the pro
ressional schools under the influence of the Carnegie Foundation is
a contribution to this phase of educational sociology. Of course
there are always special factors to be considered in the selection of
a. college, such as suitability of the curriculum as regards adapta
bility to the partic:ular projective needs and present def~eocies of
the student, being counselled, accessibility, and avaUabillty on
the basis of financial outlay, all of them sodoloaical facton.
ShOuld we DOt also check up the aDepd correlation of footbaD and
crew successes with the size of eatnace duses'1 Can not ... &de
~te educatioDal aodolOlJ assist ill tranafeniDg the emphuil fa
"faher education from the side ahcnn of athletics and fraterDides
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to the main tent of lecture halls, seminar rooms, laboratories, aDd
library? . .

Adult Education.
One other growing field of educational ,endeavor deserves

much consideration. To what extent can further education ~

brought to those already employed, and bow? Night schools f\)f

teaching English to immigrants, for continuing elementary and
secondary education, and for technical training toward increase1
effectiveness in employment, including in some cases the manipula
th'e phases of the occupation, are to be found in our more con
gested centers of population. Lectures and courses toward
popularization of science, art, and literature are attempted at times
Federated trade unions have in some cases established socalled col
leges for enlightening their membership and developing a morc
capable leadership with courses in economics, sociobgy, psychology,
history, and public speaking. Professional training is flourishing
in some centers in banking, Jaw, salesmanship, and other Unes under
the administration of the Young Men's Christian Association. Ex
tension training for teachers through the university schools of
education and the city teachers' colleges has been much developed.
Could not investigation by educational sociology establish the mor~

efiective forms of this endeavor and most economical means?
Are the Foregoing the Problema of Educational Sociology?

No one will, I think, question the desirability of investigatin"
the problems and many others of like nature suggested in this run
ning survey. We have of course the Carnegie Foundation, the
General Education Board, and research department of our larger
schools of education working on these very questions. There are,
furthermore, the experimental schools whose work is obtaining
deserved recognition and there are the significant experimentations
of enterprising teachers and administrators. Such is surely a
scientific approach to education and is mainly directed toward what
may be considered the sociological aspects of education, i. e.,
establishing the means for the harmonious develop".e,., of the pupil
as a social being and his equipment for his projective need. in a
complicated society. Some would prefer to call the result. ~duca

tional science, alleging that methodology, psychology, the philosophy
or principles of education are so interwoven with this material
that differentiation is impossible. My contention i. that the several
phases of our science of education for instructional purpotel are
distinguishable. An analogy can I think be. found in profeufoaal
arainin$' in medicine. The~ of anatomy, physiology, .'«M
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""'Wil, dinial diagnosis and surgery are differentiated with
§peciaUsts in each for appropriate instruction. The same differen
tatiOn .eems to be developing in education.

An educational 'sociologist is then one trained in all phases oi
educational science, its historical development, the contributions of
general and genetic psychology. facile with the statistical tools of
the investigator, with a command of the results of extant sociologi
cal investigation and a knowledge of economics and general
sociology, who chooses and shows capacity in this field for hi.
labors.

Who Should Study Educational Sociology?
It is submitted that adequately equipped superin:endents anl1

principals, the directors of bureaus of research, and educational or
vocational counsellors need this general presentation of the
sociological limitations and possibilities for educational endeavor in
its adjustments to the needs of particular groups of pupils and
particular situations. I am of course not contending that they in
all cases be research workers in this field but that they shoulJ
be weU informed as to the results of that research and able to appl)'
it to their particular problems.

On the other hand, 1 believe it a fruitless effort to attempt thili
broad presentation in the preliminary training of the usual class
room teacher. Such a person in general lacks the broad back
ground necessary for appreciation and of more significance the
opportunity to apply its findings. At the same time however I
think we wiJI agree that such teachers in training need the insight
into the sociology of their particular field. If then the elementar.~

or practical arts teacher could gain an appreciation of the' develop
mental possibilities and the projective utility in practical life of the
materials of his instruction unquestionably he would be better
equipped for his vocation.

A better case can however, I believe, be made for the cultural
presentation of education from this standpoint in the liberal art..
college. If our lay directors of education better appreciated the
possibilities and limitations of formal education, some of the edu
cational foUies of the past could, we might hope, be avoided in the
future. Furthermore the problems here presented art debated in
the public press and conversation of thoughtful people with as much
interest as more obscure problems of international or national polity.

Aftilahle IlaterIaJL
Por genUa! COUI'Se5 in Educatioaal Sociology, Bobbitt's~

CunicuJum" is worthy of consideration as a viewpoint Yigorousl,
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dud thoughtfully presented. A part of his recommendations should
however be checked with more experimentation as to feasibUitJ in .
particular situations. Snedden's "Educational Sociology" offers an
analysis of the field and the fertility of suggestion of a brilliant
mind worthy of most careful study. Perhaps it might best be con
-idered as in a sen~ a laboratory hand book for an experimental
-tudent in the field. Many of the suggestions clearly need the
test of workability in concrete cases. Five Jines of development of
household arts and homemaking, some of them extending through
-everal years of the Junior and Senior High School would probably
from the standpoint of administrative limitations be impracticable
In other than the largest urban systems. In a reading of Bobbit and'
Snedden it would be significant to compare their rather diametrically
opposed positions relative to some phases of education and in
particular vocational education with Dr. Pritchett's trenchant criti·
cism of "The Rising Cost of Education" in the Seventeenth Year
book of the Carnegie Foundation. Truly, when the doctors disagree
it is time to tum to experimental science r

For particular ph~es of educational sociology Bonser might
he considered for the • Elementary School Curriculum", Briggs on
the Junior High School and portions of Inglis' "Principles of Sec
ondary Education'" for the High School. The special investigations
and, in particular, surveys are perhaps of more significance in
'4olving specific problems. A careful selection of such material still
awaits compilation. As regards the field of higher education somf"
of the publications of the Carnegie Foundation are usable but there
is room for much additional investigation.

We have then it is contended in Educational Sociology a rich
field for investigation, an increasing corps of workers and an in
~i~tf'nt "ocia) need for results.
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